Abstract: This paper presents a control system architecture for robot manipulator suitable for on line path planning in a cluttered environment. The proposed technique fits for both redundant and non redundant manipulators. We use potential fields in order to control the joint velocities to make the manipulator escape from obstacles. We also propose a new weighted pseudoinverse matrix that improves the manipulator capability to find feasible paths moving around obstacles and passing through narrow corridors without calculating the manipulator mass matrix. The proposed solution is tested on two manipulators: a 7 degree-of-freedom (DOF) planar manipulator and a 7 degree-of-freedom spatial manipulator both moving in a cluttered environment.
INTRODUCTION
The robot manipulation has been widely diffused and, in the last years, it has increasingly being applied to general purpose tasks outside the production lines. In order to employ robot in more human like applications, the manipulator must be able to autonomously move in its environment. In this context developing a control system capable to make a manipulator arm move in a cluttered environment is of main concern. Further, it is desirable to have computationally light control system, thus suitable for on line application.We want a purely kinematic control system, controlling the joint velocities. The challenge of this work is to find a good path planner that does not involve the calculation of the manipulator dynamic model. Indeed, tasks involving autonomous movement in cluttered environments usually make the manipulator move slowly, thus a robot dynamic model based control system seems to be inappropriate. Moreover, controlling the joint velocities instead of joint torques means avoiding friction problems. In fact, friction forces are compensated by the inner servomotor velocity loops. The problem of obstacle avoidance in a known environment has been widely treated in the last 20 years. In order to solve this problem addressed as path planning two main strategies have been proposed: global strategies and local strategies. The global techniques (LaValle, 2006; Lozano-Prez, 1983; Latombe, 1991) ensure to find a free path in a finite amount of time if this path exists, property known as completeness. However, the global solutions are computationally heavy since their computational weight exponentially increases with the number of manipulator degrees-of-freedom. For this reason, they are far from being applicable for on-line path planning. The local techniques are based on the definition of potential fields in the robot operational space. The obstacles are sur-⋆ The research leading to these results has been partially supported by the HANDLE project, which has received funding from the European Community's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007 -2013 under grant agreement ICT 231640 and by international thesis grant of the University of Brescia.
rounded by repulsive potential fields and the goal position is represented by an attractive potential field. Hence, the potential fields push the manipulator links away from obstacles, thus avoiding collision, while driving the manipulator end-effector towards the goal position. The local techniques are suitable for both mobile robots and manipulator arms. They are less computationally demanding compared to the global ones, hence suitable for on-line application. The local techniques can be broadly divided in two types. A first class of solutions uses the artificial potential fields to exert virtual forces on the manipulator links (i.e. changing the joint torques) (Khatib, 1983 (Khatib, , 1986 Volpe and Khosla, 1990; Althoefer et al., 1998) . However, this kind of solutions requires the global dynamic model of the manipulator and the joints are torque controlled, then the friction forces must be compensated. The second class of local techniques uses the potential fields to calculate the joint velocity set points in order to reach the goal position and avoid collisions. This solution has been strongly developed for mobile robots (Kim and Khosla, 1992; Akishita et al., 1993) focusing the attention on the definition of the potential fields. Techniques have also been developed for manipulator arms. However, the manipulator redundancy has been used to avoid collisions by controlling the joint velocities in the manipulator nullspace (Kim and Khosla, 1992; Cho and Kwon, 1996; Li et al., 2009; Ikeda et al., 2006; Maciejewski and Klein, 1985) . This solution cannot completely ensure the collision avoidance between the robot links and the obstacles. If the robot cannot avoid an obstacle with a certain link without perturbing the end-effector trajectory, it will leads to collision since this technique only uses the nullspace to avoid collision. Moreover, in the previous works, in order to let a certain point on the robot move at a given velocity the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse has been used. This solution leads to unnatural manipulator behavior reducing the manipulator capability of turning around the obstacles. In this work, the obstacle avoidance and the goal following system will be completely separated, as in the solution proposed in (Khatib, 1986) . However, instead of controlling the forces, the potential fields will be used to control the velocities. The two systems are separated but not decoupled, since we will not use the nullspace movement to avoid collisions. Thus, the control system is applicable both on redundant and non redundant manipulators. The collision avoidance control system works on every link even out the manipulator nullspace (i.e. to avoid the collision on a certain link, we also change the end-effector trajectory). In order to let our system work properly without the calculation of the manipulator dynamic model we introduce a new pseudoinverse matrix. The manipulator capability to move around obstacles is increased by using the new solution.
In section II, we will present the obstacle avoidance technique with the new solutions, the goal position following system and the definition of the repulsive potential fields, in section III we will show some experimental results obtained with different manipulators and in section IV, we will conclude the paper.
OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
The target of this control system is to make the manipulator find a feasible path toward the goal position, avoiding collisions with the objects present in its environment. We achieve this result by controlling the joint velocities. Each link, when near to an obstacle, feels the repulsive potential field surrounding the obstacle. This field is used to control the joint velocities in order to make the link move away from the obstacle surface. The end-effector is pulled toward the goal position by making it move at a certain velocity in the direction of the goal point. The joint velocities are controlled in order to make the end-effector move at the desired velocity. All the joint velocity terms are finally added. It means that the real end-effector velocity depends on all the desired link velocities (to make them escape from obstacles) and on the desired end-effector velocity. It is important to notice that, once we have defined the desired operational space velocity for a certain point along the manipulator kinematic chain, we can satisfy this request using different joint velocities. We propose here a solution to choose joint velocities that leads to good results, without involving the knowledge of the manipulator dynamic parameters and without calculating the complete robot dynamic model.
Distance and repulsive potential fields
The obstacles in the manipulator environment are surrounded by virtual potential fields. Several potential field formulations have been proposed in the literature. It is possible to define the repulsive potential field using a superquadratic function (Volpe and Khosla, 1990) or an harmonic one (Kim and Khosla, 1992) . Actually, using harmonic functions is a great advantage for mobile robots, since local minima are avoided. However, for manipulator arms where there are several points controlled by the potential fields, it is not very useful and, on the other hand, it is much more complex and computationally heavier. In (Khatib, 1986 ) the following potential field has been proposed:
where k av and ρ 0 and ρ are (respectively) a numeric constant, the limit distance of the potential field influence and the distance between a certain point where the potential fields is calculated and the obstacle. We use the potential fields defined in (1). In order to calculate the desired velocity for a certain point I, we calculate the opposite of the potential field gradient: −∇U(x).
Using the potential defined in Eq. (1), leads to the following equation:ẋ
where ρ I is the distance between the point I and the obstacle. However, calculating the distance between an obstacle and a manipulator link could be quite complex. Thus, instead of using the Euclidean distance, we have used a pseudodistance approximating the obstacle shape with a superquadratic surface (Passi, 2001; Perdereau et al., 2002) . Note that this work is focused on the control system; the solution proposed in the following paragraph is rather general and does not depend on the way used to define the distance and the potential field. Other potential fields and different distance definitions could be used with the same control strategy.
Control system
In order to avoid collisions, we use the virtual potential fields to change the joint set point velocities. We can define a certain number of control points along the manipulator links, called
Environment
Pseudoinverse i x psp iq avoidance i repeat the same scheme for every obstacle and every PSP psp, or even calculate at each instant the nearest point between every link and the obstacle dynamically defining the psp points. Every control point is a velocity controlled point whose velocity depends on the repulsive potential fields surrounding the obstacles as in Eq. (2). In the case of multiple obstacles, we apply the same procedure to every obstacle in the environment for each control point. Once we have defined the desired velocity for a certain point, we use a Jacobian pseudoinverse in order to move the joint in a way that makes the point moves at the desired velocity. All the controlled points, at least one for every link, are controlled simultaneously, thus every controlled point creates an additional term for the joint velocities. The end-effector is controlled by a different system, called goal position following system, that generates another joint velocity additional term. This solution is summarized by the control scheme represented in Figure 1 . In order to make the proposed control architecture work properly, we must find a good pseudoinverse of the kinematic model that lets the manipulator move in a natural way. Since we are controlling points that generally are not located at the end of the kinematic chain, we are completely free to decide how to move the joints between the controlled point and the end-effector. Moreover, since the manipulator may be redundant, we may have free movement even when controlling the end-effector.
Weighted Pseudoinverse
Let n be the number of manipulator DOFs, P a certain point on the k-th link, with k n andẋ, a m × 1 vector, the desired velocity for the point P (with m n). The most diffused solution in literature is the classical MoorePenrose pseudoinverse: let J be the Jacobian matrix of the P point, J is a m × n matrix defined as follows:
The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse is then defined as:
(4) This solution minimizes the joint velocity Euclidean norm q , thus the joints far from P towards the robot base are moved faster than the nearer ones, while, as shown in Figure  2 , the joints from k to n are kept rigid. This behavior has two consequences:
• bigger joint torques, • unnatural manipulator behavior.
In particular, the second problem is the most important one: it is frequently needed to make the manipulator turn around an obstacle to find the goal position, or pass through a narrow corridor between two obstacles moving around the obstacles to avoid collisions. When using the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, the manipulator escapes the P point from the obstacle moving also the end-effector like a rigid body. This behavior (see Figure 3 ) strongly reduces the path planner capability of finding a feasible path towards the goal position. A primary idea could be to use a weighted pseudoinverse, using the manipulator mass matrix like a metric. This solution would minimizes the kinetic energy, living thus unactuated the last n − k joints. However, this solution needs a complex dynamic model including all the link dynamic parameters to be developed. In order to avoid the dynamic model definition, which needs a lot of information on the robot mechanical structure (information that are not generally useful for low dynamic tasks), we have developed a weighted pseudoinverse that leads to suitable results without involving the knowledge of the manipulator dynamic properties, as Figure 4 and Figure 2 show. In order to create the weighted pseudoinverse, we define a 3n×3n diagonal matrix W (2n × 2n for a planar manipulator) whose diagonal terms corresponds to the elements of a vector w. Fig. 4 . The manipulator successfully turns around the obstacle to pass through a narrow corridor using the weighted pseudoinverse
Now we define the following matrix J e relating the Cartesian velocity of every joint (seen like a point in the space) and of the end-effector with the joint velocities. Since we know the manipulator geometry, it is always possible to calculate this matrix. This is a 3n × n matrix (2n × n for a planar manipulator) defined as follows:
By means of (6), we are ready to define the weight matrix:
e WJ e (7) This is actually a simplified mass matrix, like the one describing the dynamics of a robot that have only concentrated masses [w 1 · · · w n ] at the joint at the end of every link (from 1 to n − 1) and on the end-effector (n).
The new pseudoinverse that we use is then defined by using the G matrix as a metric:
(8) Thus, we find the solution that minimizes the virtual kinetic energy of a robot whose mass matrix is G. With this pseudoinverse, we force the manipulator to move in the same way a kinematic chain having all the masses localized at the joint at the end of the links and on the end-effector would do, pushed at the P point when we assume null joint torques (see Figure 2) . The w vector is a control parameter, the bigger a certain terms w i is the more the control system will move slowly the i−th link in order to get the same cartesian space velocity. A simple and effective choice is to set every element of w equal to one, that means that every link has the same virtual mass. It leads to good results, we will show in the next section the effectiveness of this solution. It is worth noting how this solution never involves the calculation of the robot dynamic parameter.
Goal position following and gain scheduling
The goal position following is done using two proportional controllers, one for the position and the second for the orientation. Let x goal be the goal generalized position (i.e position and orientation) and x the end-effector generalized position in the operational space, defined as follows:
The position following controller is described by this simple equation:
where k v is a control parameter used to tune the controller. For the end-effector orientation, a more complex solution has been developed. It is known that, once chosen two different configurations of a rigid body (i.e the end-effector), it is always possible to define a unique rototranslation axis relying the two configurations. We can calculate two parameters: a translation d along this axis and a rotation ϑ around this axis will move the rigid body from the initial position to the final one. We are only interested at the ϑ parameters: at each instant we calculate the rototranslation axis, since we know the actual position and the goal position. Then we calculate the desired angular velocity ω as a vector having the same direction of the rototranslation axis and norm proportional to the angle ϑ . Let M be the homogenous matrix describing the end-effector generalized position with respect to the base frame and M goal the homogenous matrix describing the generalized position x goal . The above described rototranslation is represented by the following matrix: Q = M goal M −1 . It can be shown ( (Legnani, 2000) ) that the rototranslation axis direction is represented by the following unit vector:
where ϑ is calculated as follows:
Now we have all the information necessary to build the orientation following controller: ω = k w ϑ u (13) where k w is a control parameters to set the strength of the orientation control action. Using this equation and Eq. (10) we describe the whole controller for the goal position following as follows:
The previous equation is simply addressed as controller in Figure 1 , and is represented like a unique block scheme. However, this goal position following system, when using fixed control parameters, presents some problems. In fact, if we use a strong couple of fixed parameters, when the end-effector is far from the goal configuration, the joint velocities are too high. On the other hand, if we use low controller parameters, the robot takes a lot of time to reach the goal configuration. To overcome this problem, it is possible to increase the coefficients k v and k w when the end-effector is near the goal configuration. In order to do that we propose a gain scheduling system that makes the parameters tuning run time. This solution has been widely used in literature (Ziliani et al., 2006) . Let k v0 and k w0 be the initial values of the control parameters, ρ 0 the initial distance between the end effector and the goal position and ρ the distance between the end-effector and the goal position. We can tune up the parameters as follows:
The control parameters are anyway bounded by using the v max value in order to avoid instability. Using this simple solution lets us obtain better results:
• lower time to execute the task,
• bounded motor velocities.
Regarding the motor velocities, there is anyway a security thresholdq max . If a single motor passes the maximum allowed velocity value, the whole vectorq is reduced by multiplying it by this ratio:q max max (|q|) . Using this solution, we do not change the end effector velocity direction, but only the intensity, thus we do not change the path.
SIMULATIONS
We have tested the control system on a 7 DOFs spatial manipulator arm, with the same kinematic structure of the Motoman IA20 robot. This manipulator, as shown in Figure 5 , can be seen like two spherical robots, the first three joints and the last three joints (spherical wrist), coupled with a joint located between the two sphere centers, the fourth one. Finally we have tested the control system on a 7 DOFs planar manipulator, in an environment cluttered with several obstacles. The first experiment has been the test of the path planner making the manipulator pass between two ellipsoidal obstacles. Figure 6 shows the capability of the control system to avoid collisions and pass inside the corridor between the two obstacles. The path planner drives the end-effector, avoiding at the same time collisions between all the manipulator links and the obstacles.
As second experiment we have tested the control system in a more cluttered environment with the 7 DOFs planar manipulator. The simulation proves the capability of the control system to deal with hyper redundant manipulators, pass through narrow passages, turn around obstacles and deal with several obstacles as shown in Figure 7 .
Thirdly we have tried to execute the same task as in the previous experiment, but using the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse instead of the weighted one we have proposed. Without the weighted pseudoinverse the path planner fails: it cannot drive the end-effector to the goal position. Figure 8 shows that the manipulator cannot find a feasible path. Finally we have simulated the same task, the first time with fixed control parameters, the second time using the gain scheduling proposed in this paper. In order to deeply test the gain scheduling effect, we have executed the task keeping the maximum joint velocity bounded under 16 rad/s. Using the gain scheduling, we have strongly detuned the control parameters (more the 50 % less) in order to have lower velocities at the beginning of the task execution. We have also reduced the time needed to complete the same task of more than the half (see Figure 9 and Figure 10 ). This happens because, using the gain scheduling, we have higher velocities when we are already near to the goal configuration. In this paper, we have proposed a control system capable of ensuring the collision avoidance of a robot arm in a cluttered environment. The control system is suitable for both redundant and non redundant manipulators. We have introduced a new solution for the pseudoinverse Jacobian. Using this new technique the control system does not need the manipulator complete dynamic model to work. This solution is very useful when it is difficult to model the manipulator dynamic. The weighted pseudoinverse increases the robot ability of turning around obstacles in a natural manner without involving dynamic information. Once chosen a potential field formulation, we have tested the control system both on planar and spatial redundant manipulators with successful results. Finally the proposed technique works properly for controlling the joint velocities, hence avoiding problem of friction compensation.
